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Fast-ion driven Alfvén waves with frequency close to the ion cyclotron frequency (f = 0.58fci)
excited by energetic ions from a neutral beam are stabilized via a controlled energetic ion density
ramp for the first time in a fusion research plasma. The scaling of wave amplitude with injection
rate is consistent with theory for single mode collisional saturation near marginal stability. The
wave is identified as a shear-polarized global Alfvén eigenmode excited by Doppler-shifted cyclotron
resonance with fast-ions with sub-Alfvénic energetic ions, a first in fusion research plasmas.

The interplay of Alfvén waves, energetic particles, and
wave damping is an important process in magnetized
plasmas in space, laboratory, and astrophysical settings.
High energy cosmic rays can resonantly excite Alfvén
waves, which in turn can scatter these rays and lead
to transport [1]. In the Earth’s radiation belts, ener-
getic protons can excite Electromagnetic Ion Cyclotron
waves that contribute to scattering and precipitation of
trapped relativistic electrons [2]. In magnetically con-
fined plasmas for fusion energy research, such as toka-
maks, energetic particles are present due to heating
schemes (e.g. neutral beam injection (NBI)) and fusion
reactions. These processes can excite a variety of Alfvén
waves confined to the plasma, Alfvén eigenmodes, that
can enhance scattering and loss of energetic ions [3] by
creating gradients in the ion velocity distribution at the
resonance. Across all of these settings, wave-particle in-
teraction and damping are at the heart of the wave exci-
tation and particle scattering processes.

Compressional (CAEs) and global (GAEs) Alfvén
eigenmodes driven through resonance with cyclotron mo-
tion of energetic particles (Doppler-shifted cyclotron res-
onance or DCR) have been found to correlate with en-
hanced core electron transport in the National Spherical
Torus Experiment (NSTX) [4]. Understanding the role
of these waves in electron thermal transport is essential
for developing a predictive capability for current and fu-
ture fusion experiments. In particular, future burning
plasmas will be dominantly heated by energetic alpha
particles from fusion reactions which can excite AEs and
consequently drive anomalous transport.

This letter reports the first observation of an energetic
ion density stability threshold for the excitation of AEs in
a fusion research plasma in the DIII-D tokamak, which is

consistent with theoretical expectations of the instability
being determined by the competition between resonant
fast-ion drive and damping processes. The relationship
between mode power and injection rate is consistent with
theoretical scaling for collisional saturation near marginal
stability [5]. These waves, with frequencies close to the
ion cyclotron frequency (f ∼ 0.58fci), are identified as
shear-polarized GAEs excited by DCR with energetic
ions from NBI – the first observation of GAEs excited
by sub-Alfvénic fast-ions. GAEs have been observed in
the same frequency range as CAEs in the spherical toka-
maks START [6], MAST [7], and NSTX [8] under super-
Alfvénic conditions. While previous studies in DIII-D
and ASDEX Upgrade of energetic-particle-driven insta-
bilities in this frequency range (f ∼ 0.6fci) called them
CAEs [9, 10], the measurements presented here demon-
strate that these instabilities can also be GAEs excited by
DCR with sub-Alfvénic ions. Understanding these modes
and how their properties respond to changes in the fast-
ion distribution could provide a spectroscopic technique
for diagnosing energetic ions in tokamak plasmas.

The experiment on DIII-D was performed on beam-
heated plasmas with injection of up to 3MW of a < 75keV
deuterium neutral beam, which was sub-Alfvénic un-
der the experimental parameters. DIII-D operated at
toroidal field Bt = 1.28 − 2.0T and plasma current Ip
was varied to keep Bt/Ip (which controls field geometry)
constant, with electron and ion temperatures of ∼ 1.2keV
and ∼ 1keV, and electron density ne ∼ 3.45×10

13
cm

−3
on

axis. Fast magnetic fluctuations (f = 1 − 100MHz) were
measured with a pair of toroidally oriented (i.e. nearly
parallel to the field) magnetic field sensing loops [11].

Mode instability is expected to be directly related to
gradients in the distribution of ions sourced by the excit-
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ing NBI beam. DIII-D features a neutral beam (known as
150RT [12]) at the 150

◦

toroidal position with tangency
radius RTAN ≈ 74cm that injects in the plasma current
direction, counter to the toroidal field, which was tilted
downward [12, 13] by 16.4

◦

, allowing for off-axis heating
and current drive. This resulted in more perpendicular
injection and exploration of a wider parameter space.

DIII-D beams can independently vary the energy and
injection rate of neutral particles [14] within certain lim-
its while maintaining acceptable beam divergence. For
a given density and magnetic field, controlling the beam
energy allows the resonance to be selected, while control-
ling the injection rate allows gradients in the distribution
to be controlled and thus potentially determining the sta-
bility threshold.

In this experiment, the beam injection rate was ramped
down by ∼ 40% during discharges. These scans were per-
formed at magnetic fields ranging from Bt ∼ 1.2 − 2.0T
and beam energies from Vb ∼ 60 − 80keV. Many of the
injection rate ramps were performed with no observed
thresholds. High frequency AEs were observed at most
Bt ≤ 1.8T, but the only observed mode threshold oc-
curred during an injection rate scan of the 150RT beam
at constant energy of Vb ∼ 75keV for a Bt = 1.28T dis-
charge. This threshold was repeatable, as approximately
the same threshold value was observed during several re-
peat discharges with the same plasma parameters and
injection rate scans.
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FIG. 1. (a) ∣δb∣2 spectrum on a logarithmic scale showing
a highly coherent spectrum of high-frequency Alfvén eigen-
modes at f ∼ 5550kHz, under a 60dB power mask. Mode
power ∣δb∣2 vs time (b) and beam injection rate vs time (c).
Mode onset is ∼ 10ms after turn-on of the 150RT beam, and
the mode shuts off once beam injection rate crosses a thresh-
old of ∼ 18.5A.

The excitation of a highly coherent spectrum of modes
was observed after the 150RT beam began injecting.

Fig. 1(a) shows the cross-spectrum of the magnetic fluc-

tuation level (∣δb∣2) versus frequency and time on a
logarithmic color scale, masked to show only portions
of the spectrum within 60dB, or six orders of magni-
tude, of the maximum mode power. Mode onset was
at t = 2260ms, and the modes were observed at fre-
quencies of f ∼ 5500 − 5600kHz, or f ∼ 0.58fci, where
the cyclotron frequency was fci = 9460kHz at the mag-
netic axis, R = 1.72m, and the Alfvén velocity was
vA = 3.26× 10

6
m/s on axis for this plasma.

The spectrum at t = 2260ms consists of a broader
band, lower power structure at f ∼ 5550kHz, combined
with two narrow band modes, one with high power at
f ≈ 5520kHz and one with lower power at f ≈ 5490kHz.
The f ≈ 5520kHz narrow band peak is overwhelmingly
higher power than the other peaks by > 3 orders of mag-
nitude. The noise level of the diagnostic was > 6 orders
of magnitude below this peak.
The mode power ∣δb∣2 becomes vanishingly small as

beam injection rate drops below a threshold of ∼ 18.5A.
(For convenience, injection rate is calculated as beam
power divided by energy in keV and is expressed in
Amps. Each beam neutral sources deuterium ions with
half, third, and full energy.) Mode onset is 10ms af-
ter beam turn-on, as expected due to a delay needed to
build up resonant fast-ions for mode drive. This delay
is also likely caused in part by a remnant population of
fast-ions from a beam with different injection geometry
that turned off ∼ 20ms before the 150RT beam turn-on,
as discussed below. The slowing-down time of the beam
ions is t < 50ms, calculated from the transport modeling
code TRANSP [15, 16].
Fig. 1(b, c) shows the time history of mode power with

relation to injection rate of the exciting beam. Once the
injection rate crosses a certain threshold at t ∼ 2575ms,
the mode amplitude abruptly drops 60dB in power in
< 1ms. No delay is expected between crossing the thresh-
old and stabilization because the beam distribution is
evolving very slowly. Bt and Ip were constant during
this time range, and other parameters such as tempera-
ture and density were effectively constant with variations
of < 12%. The modes were briefly re-excited shortly after
at t ∼ 2585ms, with a higher frequency mode becoming
the dominant mode in the spectrum, but shutting off im-
mediately. This re-excitation is likely due to a concurrent
sawtooth event causing small changes to the equilibrium
and altering the fast-ion distribution. A double sawtooth
crash is also responsible for the brief change in the spec-
trum at t ∼ 2320ms, where the lower frequency mode at
f ∼ 5490kHz temporarily becomes the dominant, higher
power mode.
Fig. 2 shows mode power ∣δb∣2 versus beam injection

rate Ib with a threshold for excitation at ∼ 18.5A. Be-
cause sawteeth were occurring in the plasma throughout
the lifetime of the mode, only the points within the 7ms
preceding a sawtooth crash are considered for determin-
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ing the scaling of mode power and injection rate. This
window is chosen because it allows for maximum relax-
ation to the distribution without sawteeth, and the min-
imum time between sawtooth crashes is 14ms.
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FIG. 2. Mode power ∣δb∣2 versus beam injection rate Ib shows
that the mode is unstable for a threshold of Ib ∼ 18.5A. The
theoretical scaling ∣δb∣2 ∼ (1 − Ib,threshold/Ib) is shown in red.

The observed threshold is consistent with a fundamen-
tal property of resonant AEs: growth rate is set by com-
petition between fast-ion drive and damping processes
(e.g. Landau damping). This property was demonstrated
in simulations of CAEs where an instability threshold was
observed by varying the beam density without changing
the shape of the distribution [17]. The study argued that
fast-ion drive increases with beam density such that there
is some critical value where drive from fast-ions balances
damping from other sources, leading to a beam density
threshold. This argument given for CAEs in simulation
is also valid for other energetic ion driven AEs. A sim-
ilar beam density threshold is expected in this experi-
ment, as designed, because the slow injection rate ramp
is expected to approximately produce a distribution that
changes self-similarly over time (i.e. changing only by a
scale factor).
The mode power scaling as seen in Fig. 2 is consis-

tent with predictions for single mode collisional satura-
tion near marginal stability [5], ∣δb∣2 ∼ (1 − γd/γL) ∼

(1 − Ib,threshold/Ib), where γd is the growth rate from
fast-ion drive and γL is the damping rate, with corre-
lation coefficient R

2
= 0.54. A conclusive quantitative

comparison is precluded by regular sawtooth oscillations
which modulate the mode power by 50%. The observed
beam injection rate threshold implies γd/γL > 0.84, indi-
cating that the mode was near marginal stability during
the entire beam ramp. Previous simulations of CAEs
found a much stronger saturation scaling of ∣δb∣2 ∼ γ

4
∼

(Ib − Ib,threshold)
4
due to being in the collisionless regime

and often far from marginal stability [17].
In practice, this simple picture of a self-similar distri-

bution evolution is complicated for a short period after

beam turn-on by transients in the fast-ion population, as
well as a remnant population of low energy fast-ions that
existed before beam turn-on, which affected the shape
of the distribution. The threshold observed at the end
of the ramp is unlikely to be affected by this early pe-
riod; however, sawteeth, which cause intermittent fast-
ion transport, are a more significant complication be-
cause the mode is at marginal stability. It should be
noted that since the mode is near marginal stability, the
strong modulation of mode amplitude by sawteeth at ear-
lier times may result from only minor changes in the dis-
tribution function or bulk plasma.
The fast-ion population was analyzed to determine the

resonant particles and the source of mode drive. The
ORB GC code [18] was used to calculate the character-
istic poloidal and toroidal orbit frequencies (ωφ and ωθ)
using a constants of motion approach. Fast-ion drive
of AEs comes from resonant ions satisfying the orbit-
averaged resonance equation [19]:

ω − nωφ + pωθ − ℓ⟨ωci⟩ = 0 (1)

where n is the toroidal mode number; ωφ and ωθ are pos-
itive for passing ions moving in the beam direction; and
⟨ωci⟩ is the orbit-averaged cyclotron frequency. p = m+s

where m is the poloidal mode number and s is the
toroidicity-induced sideband number (or resonance or-
der), and s, ℓ are integers, with ℓ = 0 corresponding to
direct resonance and ℓ = 1 corresponding to Doppler-
shifted cyclotron resonance. For this analysis, ORB GC
was modified to include a gyrophase integration along one
poloidal orbit, outputting an orbit-averaged cyclotron
frequency ⟨ωci⟩.
The transport modeling code TRANSP was used to

model the evolution of the fast-ion distribution as a func-
tion of pitch, energy, position, and time. TRANSP is
a time-dependent equilibrium and transport solver for
tokamak plasma discharges [20]. The NUBEAM [21]
module, a Monte Carlo package for evaluating the depo-
sition, slowing down, and thermalization of fast-ions in
tokamaks, was used in TRANSP to predict the fast-ion
distribution everywhere in (R, z) space. In this analysis,
NUBEAM used the full reconnection Kadomtsev model
[22] for sawtooth oscillations, and assumed no anomalous
fast-ion diffusion otherwise. TRANSP and ORB GC res-
onance analysis were managed via the OMFIT [23] mod-
eling framework.
TRANSP shows a population of high energy particles

appearing after beam turn-on that can drive the mode.
Fig. 3 shows the fast-ion population, versus pitch and en-
ergy, immediately after mode onset at t = 2261ms. The
distribution shown is averaged over ρ < 0.3, the region
over which the q-profile is flat, where ρ is the normal-
ized effective radius based on toroidal flux, and q is given
approximately by rBt/RBp. Before beam turn-on, the
population consists of a lower energy, slowing-down rem-
nant created by a beam with different injection geometry
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that switched off ∼ 20ms prior. By the time the mode be-
comes unstable, approximately 10ms after beam turn-on,
a peak at high energy (> 60keV) with pitch v∥/v ≳ 0.3
has emerged (Fig. 3).
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FIG. 3. Fast-ion density as a function of pitch and energy,
averaged over ρ < 0.3, after mode onset at t = 2261ms. Reso-
nance lines for p = 0, 5, n = −28 are plotted.

In general, the CAE/GAE drive from fast-ions γEP is
an integral over velocity space gradients of the fast-ion
distribution. Since anisotropy is large, one term typically
dominates [24]:

γEP ∝ − nEP ∫ h (χ, v)
∂fEP(χ, v)

∂χ
dχ

»»»»»»»»v∥=v∥,res
(2)

Here, χ = v∥/v is the fast-ion pitch, and h(χ, v) is a
positive function including finite Larmor radius effects
and other terms which weight velocity space (the full
definition is in Eq. 21 of Ref. [24]). The integral is
taken along the v∥ = v∥,res resonance contour shown in
Fig. 3. Eq. 2 is valid for sub-cyclotron modes driven by
the ℓ = 1 DCR – those driven instead by ℓ = 0 or ℓ = −1
would have opposite leading sign (in addition to differing
h functions). fEP is the normalized fast-ion distribution

(∫ fEP(v)d
3
v = 1) and the partial derivative ∂fEP/∂χ is

taken at constant energy. The value of nEP determines
the fast-ion number density.
After mode onset, Fig. 3 shows that the resonance lines

for a range of p values intersect a region at pitch of ∼ 0.6
and energy of 60 − 75keV where ∂fEP/∂χ < 0, leading
to fast-ion drive. Here, p = 0 corresponds to s = 0 for
the observed frequency through the finite-frequency cor-
rected dispersion relations [24].
Analysis of the fast-ion population in Fig. 3 shows

the mode is likely a GAE from considerations of the
dispersion relations and the DCR resonance equation
ωci ≈ ω − k∥v∥, which is an approximation of Eq. 1 with
ℓ = 1. From the dispersion relations, CAEs must have
parallel phase velocity of ω/k∥ > vA, while GAEs have
ω/k∥ < vA. The resonant population in Fig. 3 peaks at
high energy for a pitch of v∥/v ∼ 0.3 and has little to

no particles above pitch of v∥/v ∼ 0.7. For the given
frequency and beam energy, the only particles present
are sub-Alfvénic and have v0/vA ≤ 0.8, where v0 is the
injection velocity. From Eq. 1, without large sideband
resonances (s ≫ 1), the ℓ = 0 resonance requires super-
Alfvénic (v∥/vA > 1) particles for CAEs. The ∣ℓ∣ = 1
resonance at this frequency corresponds to v∥/vA = 0.9.
Since v0/vA ≤ 0.8, neither of these resonances can be sat-
isfied for CAEs without a large toroidal sideband number
s. Mode resonances are implausible for large s, because
small s is expected for strong wave-particle interactions
[25]. This mode is highly unlikely to be a CAE.

GAEs form below the minimum of the Alfvén con-
tinuum at a minimum in the q-profile and are typically
core-localized [26, 27]. The q-profile significantly impacts
shear Alfvén wave propagation via k∥, which is given by

k∥ ≈
n−m/q

R
. This plasma features a peaked density pro-

file and q ∼ 1 for r < 20cm (ρ < 0.3), rising steeply for
r > 20cm indicating a location near the magnetic axis.

From the DCR resonance equation ωci ≈ ω − k∥v∥,
for passing particles the lowest possible ω/k∥ occurs for
k⊥ ∼ 0, and any non-vanishing k⊥ pushes the resonance
lines to the higher pitch region of the population with
less particles. Because k⊥ ∼ 0 is the most plausible res-
onance, an m = 0 mode is consistent with the data to
minimize k⊥. Stability considerations further reinforce
this conclusion, as fast-ion drive for ℓ = 1 GAEs is pre-
dicted to be largest for modes with k∥ ≫ k⊥ [24]. Using
the dispersion relation from Ref. [24], a GAE with m = 0
at this frequency has toroidal mode number ∣n∣ = 28. An
n = +28 mode is ruled out because satisfying the reso-
nance equation requires an implausibly large sideband
number s. For direct resonance (ℓ = 0), even larger val-
ues of ∣s∣ are needed. The n = −28, p = 0 line in Fig. 3
passes through the region of the high energy peak at a
pitch where ∂fEP/∂χ < 0, which is required for fast-ion
drive. A relatively small sideband number, up to s ∼ 8,
moves the resonance lines closer to the peak, as shown
by the p = 5 line. A reliable mode number measurement
was unable to be experimentally obtained because of the
path length difference between the diagnostic channels is
unknown at the time of the experiment and will be the
subject of future work.

These results are consistent with recent observations
[28] and simulations [27] of GAE excitation and suppres-
sion in NSTX-U. Moreover, the beam density threshold
can be explained by considering Eq. 2 – as the beam
density is ramped down over time, ∂fEP/∂χ changes
minimally, so γEP decreases in time with nEP. Even-
tually fast-ion drive becomes smaller than damping from
the thermal plasma, and the mode rapidly decays away.
Quantitatively, analytic theory [24] predicts that GAEs
are driven unstable by a neutral beam distribution with
normalized injection velocity v0/vA = 0.8 and peak
v∥/v ≈ 0.3 when 0.5 < f/fci < 0.8. The observed mode
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frequency f/fci = 0.58 is comfortably within this range.
The frequency of these modes in the plasma frame is
f = fmeasured + nfROT ∼ 0.6fci, where the plasma rota-
tion is estimated to be fROT ∼ 7kHz [29]. Importantly,
this theory takes into account finite frequency corrections
to the Alfvén dispersion relations, which are necessary for
quantitative accuracy for frequencies at a large fraction
of fci.
This identification as a GAE is also consistent with

simulations using the Hybrid MHD code HYM [17] for
a DIII-D discharge (#172019) very similar to that for
Fig. 1. HYM is a δf initial value solver that couples a
thermal fluid plasma to a population of full-orbit ener-
getic ions. The simulations, which used a resistive MHD
model for the thermal plasma, looked for unstable modes
within a broad range of toroidal mode numbers and found
unstable counter-propagating GAEs with f ≳ 0.6fci for
n = −22− −25. GAEs were the most unstable mode for
all toroidal harmonics in these simulations, and a broad
range of sidebands (∆p ∼ 10) made significant contribu-
tions to mode drive.
The measurements presented here agree well with sim-

ulations and analytic theory around these high-frequency
Alfvén waves. The controlled stabilization of these
modes demonstrates that the instability, excited through
Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance with fast-ions, is de-
termined by the competition between fast-ion drive and
damping processes. This is the first observation of an
energetic ion density stability threshold for these waves
in a fusion research plasma, which is important in un-
derstanding their role in thermal confinement in future
burning plasmas. The scaling of mode power with beam
injection rate agrees with analytic theory for single mode
collisional saturation near marginal stability. Analysis of
the fast-ion population shows that these modes are likely
excited by a resonant high energy subset of the popu-
lation, and this mode is identified as a global Alfvén
eigenmode – the first observation of a GAE excited by
sub-Alfvénic beam ions.
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